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Steve Gross
Assessment Report for History 3361: An Environmental and Geographic History of the United
States, taught spring, 2011.
What learning outcome did you assess?
•

The ability to understand the inter-connectivity of multiple variables--environmental,
social, economic, political and cultural--in history.

How did you inform students that this learning outcome was a goal for your course?
•

Through the syllabus and class discussion.

What kind(s) of student work did you observe in order to determine the extent to which your
students are achieving this outcome?
•

Papers, discussions, in-class group exercises.

Summarize your observations of the students’ work in relation to this outcome by completing
the table below.
Satisfactory

Exemplary
8

67

Emerging

+#

Not_Demonstrated
#

Please provide a brief description of the characteristics of student work for each category of
accomplishment. In other words, how did you recognize “exemplary,” “satisfactory,” and
“emerging” work?
Exemplary: Clear recognition of the complexity of historical phenomena, a healthy skepticism
of mono-causal explanation, and an appreciation of the inter-relatedness of a wide variety of

historical variables.
Satisfactory: Lesser appreciation of complexity and a tendency to privilege without examination
a specific factor or type of argument.
Emerging: An understanding that reduces history to a single factor.
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Please write a brief statement about the practical significance of the above results for this
course. Based on what you observed in your students’ work, and in light of your experience in
teaching this course, what would you continue and what might you change?

This course begins with the famous insight of the late Barry Commoner, “The first law of
ecology: Everything is related to everything else.” An emphasis on the intense inter-relatedness
of historical phenomena is entirely appropriate in a class dedicated to environmental history,
and thus, the class focuses on the connections between the natural environment and various
sorts of human activity. In short, we concentrate both on how human activity has impacted
nature and on how nature has affected human behavior. Much of work accomplished by
students comes directly from this focus. They write a series of short—three to five pages—
papers that test their ability to connect the environment as a variable to other historical
factors. In addition, they on at least three different occasions participate in group-projects that
require they illustrate graphically the connections between natural and political, social and
economic systems. These exercises which demand students publically present their work have
proven to be extremely successful, and I intend on making them a more integral part of the
course.
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Assessment of History 3455: American Immigration
Roland Guyotte

Spring 2011

Course objectives included, among others: (1) to teach students the history of immigration to
the United States.
(2) to familiarize students with the historiography and conceptualization of
American immigration history.
(3) to engage students in active learning exercises relating to the history of
U. S. immigration.
Examples of student work in History 3455. (1) early in the course I distributed a list of 25-30
conceptual terms frequently used in immigration studies (for example, “chain migration,”
“triple melting pot,”). Each student took one of them, researched it, and at the next class
period presented the term, and the class discussed it. (2) Later in the term, each student
researched the history of immigration to the U. S. from a different country, made an oral
presentation, and submitted a written report. In addition to familiarizing themselves with
reference works and information sources (for example, updating population figures to 2010)
the assignment asked students to employ appropriate conceptual terms in their presentations.
(3) Finally, the final examination asked students to (a) write an essay about one of the more
contested conceptual terms, “transnationalism,” and (b) to apply relevant conceptual terms to
the lives of three immigrants as narrated in a collection of primary sources, Becoming
Americans, lan Stavans ed. (Library of America, 2010).

Additionally, I used my “sentence assignment,” for the first time in History 3455, though I had
used it in other courses in recent years. This assignment asks students to fill out a form with a
sentence drawn from the day’s reading and indicating whether their choice reflected (a) an
author’s main point, (b) something they agreed with, (c) something they disagreed with, (d)
something they didn’t understand, and/or (e) something they’d like to hear classmates views
about. This assignment enabled the instructor to ascertain what quiet students had found
notable, and it did work in stimulating discussion. Most students did the assignment
conscientiously though in the absence of a specific point value for sentence assignments, some
did not turn in as many as others.
Observations of student work. Twenty-two students enrolled in History 3455. One withdrew
and two failed to complete the course. One has an incomplete. Of the seventeen remaining,
all made competent presentations about the conceptual term About half made exceptionally
fine presentations or wrote excellent papers. A measure of excellence involved recognizing the
complexity of their country’s immigration to the U. S. (for example, immigrants from Syria and
Lebanon were counted as “Turks” and immigrants from Poland were often counted as
“Germans,” “Austrians,” or “Russians”; Russian Jewish immigrants had substantially different
histories from non-Jewish Russians, as did British and French Canadian immigrants to the U. S.).
On the final exam, however, only a third had sufficiently mastered the historiography of
.
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11 to score highly on that question. Class members did much better on the
transnationalism”
“compare/contrast” question having to do with three immigrant lives.
Other comments about course structure and content. I had not offered History 3455 since
2006. As a result I changed several of the course readings to reflect more recent scholarship,
including, in particular, using Elliott Barkan et al (eds.), From Arrival to Incorporation (2007), a
collection of recent scholarly essays which probably needed more class discussion time for
students to master them.
Used the second time, 0. E. Rolvaag’s classic novel, Giants in the Earth (1929), drew mixed
reviews from students. It may be to heavy a slog for some of them. By contrast, a key strategic
decision made in 2006 worked equally well this time: beginning the course with Ruben
Martinez’s Crossing Over (1999), a journalist’s tale of the lives of Mexican illegal immigrants on
both sides of the border, effectively drew students into the subject matter, provided a useful
test point for some of the conceptual terms introduced simultaneously, and offered a
contemporary reference point for the subsequent chronological approach to the subject
matter. Susan Glenn’s Daughters of the Shtetl (1991), a case study of female Jewish
immigrants, paired nicely with the film, “Hester Street,” and an unanticipated campus showing
of a PBS documentary about the “Triangle Shirtwaist Fire” which class members cheerfully
attended. Roger Daniels’s Guarding the Golden Door (2004), about restrictive government
policies, proved useful for its detail and accessibility. Becoming Americans, also new to the
course, might have been used more effectively, but at times it seemed as if we had “too much”
to cover otherwise. The best students, and those with a more literary bent, seemed to thrive
on it. I’m not sure I’ll use it the next time.
Other comments about students in History 3455. Students in History 3455 seemed
consistently engaged with the subject matter. They brought a range of interests, academic
skills and preparation to it. As in the past, some students take American Immigration because
they are interested in their Euro-American ancestors of a century or more ago. Others take the
class because they are passionate about contemporary immigration politics. Some are more
literary, others more interested in law and policy.
Demographically, the students initially comprised six seniors, six juniors, six sophomores and
four first-year students. Six were History majors, and the others represented such areas as
Studio Art, Biology, Elementary Education, Political Science, Pre-Medicine, and Social Science.
Three reported themselves as Undecided. At least six were transfer students. Two were
significantly older than the 18-24 UMM norm. One student identified as American Indian, one
as Asian American. The relative diversity of age and experience, on balance, evened out, but
the differing levels of preparation showed in class discussion and written work.
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ASSESSMENT REPORT

Instructor:

J. Brooks Jessup

Division/Discipline:

Social Sciences Division/History Discipline

Course:

Hist 3552 History of Modern China

Semester:

Spring 2011

What kind of learning outcome did you assess?

Develop students’ ability to independently formulate analytical questions, based on
critical reading habits.

How did you inform students that this learning outcome was a goalfor your course?

Distributed guidelines for course assignments that stated this as a goal, and explained
these guidelines in class.

What kinds of student work did you observe in order to determine the extent to which your
students are achieving this outcome?

1. Reading reaction papers: Journal-style assignments consisting of a one paragraph
summary and one paragraph reaction to weekly discussion readings. Students were
asked to frame their specific reaction to the reading in one of five categories, and then
explore why they had this reaction.
2. Book review papers: Short, formal essays for which the students developed one of
their reading reactions into an analytical topic question. Essays took the form of
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answering the question posed with an argument supported by evidence from the
reading.

Summarize your observations of the students’ work in relation to this outcome by completing
the table below.

Exemplary
6

Satisfactory
%
43

6

%
43

Emerging
#
2

%
14

Not Demonstrated
%
0
0

Pease provide a brief description of the characteristics of student work for each category of
accomplishment. In other words, how did you recognize “exemplary,” “satisfactory,” and
“emerging” work?

Exemplary: Able to independently formulate an original question about the reading with
which to carry out thematic analysis and generate personal insights.

Satisfactory: Able to reconstruct a major question underlying the reading itself with
which to analytically articulate a thematic argument using evidence and occasionally
personal insight.
Emerging: Able to summarize portions of the reading without producing or
reconstructing analytical questions.

Please write a brief statement about the practical significance of the above results for this
course.
Based on what you observed in your students’ work, and in light of your experience in teaching
this course, what would you continue and what might you change?
These results show that the types of course assignments used and the feedback given by
the instructor were successful in achieving desired learning outcomes for many of the
students. In the future, I would continue to tie this exercise to reading and writing
assignments, and possibly add a discussion component that allows students to test out
their analytical questions verbally as part of class discussions.
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Assessment Report
Marynel Ryan Van Zee, History Discipline
History 2001, Spring Semester 2011
“Writing Assignment 4” (attached)
What learning outcome did you assess?
“Students will develop an understanding of how historical knowledge has been defined and constructed
in the past, why the questions that drive historians matter so much, and what is “at stake” for scholars
in the field today.”

How did you inform students that this learning outcome was a goal for your course?
The statement above is taken directly from the syllabus for the course, and I also reiterated repeatedly
during discussions and in assignments that this was one of the primary goals for the course.

What kind(s) of student work did you observe in order to determine the extent to which your
students are achieving this outcome?
I chose one particular assignment for this assessment exercise, although this learning outcome
could have been assessed in a number of ways. This assignment fell mid-semester and was a
good gauge of where students were generally in the class at that point.

Summarize your observations of the students’ work in relation to this outcome by completing
the table below.
Exemplary
#
%
5
33

Emerging

Satisfactory
6

%
43

3

%
23

Not Demonstrated
%

Please provide a brief description of the characteristics of student work for each category of
accomplishment. In other words, how did you recognize “exemplary,” “satisfactory,” and
“emerging” work?
Exemplary:
Student related the perspectives expressed in the discussion clearly and directly to the different
‘schools’ of history we were covering in class; student explained the relevance of the differing
interpretations represented in the conversation; student provided a complex answer for the
third question in the assignment.
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Satisfactory:

Student identified some, but not all, of the possible historical ‘schools’ represented in the
discussion; student provided a basic interpretation of the relevance of the different
perspectives; student partially addressed the third question in the assignment.
Emerging:

Student identified only one ‘school’ or made a more general interpretation of all the historians’
perspectives as being part of a ‘social history’ orientation rather than being more specific;
student did not adequately address relevance of the different perspectives; student did not
address the third question in the assignment.

Please write a brief statement about the practical significance of the above results for this
course. Based on what you observed in your students’ work, and in light of your experience in
teaching this course, what would you continue and what might you change?
I will keep this assignment I found it a good diagnostic for where students were in the course,
and they also enjoyed the liveliness of the debate among the historians and between the
historians and the host. In fact, I might find one other example of such a conversation/debate
(either in podcast form or in written form) and ask them to evaluate it in a similar way.
—
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History 2001
Writing Assignment #4
Due: Thursday, March 3, in class (at the Briggs Library Computer Lab,

d
3

floor)

Your assignment this week is to listen and respond to a podcast of the BBC program In Our Time
on the topic of the Industrial Revolution. If you decide to download this podcast using itunes or
another program, please be sure you get “The Industrial Revolution, Part One,” which aired
Thursday, December 23, 2010. There is a ‘part two’ that is not the one I have in mind!
The broadcast is available at http://www.bbc.co.uk/programmes/b00wqdc7. The professional
identifications of the historians that are part of the conversation are also listed on this page;
please use them to identify the speakers.
Please write a 2-page response to the following questions (it is fine to exceed 2 pages, if
necessary):
(1)
What are the central tensions of the argument that takes place among the historians and
between some of the historians and Melvyn Bragg (who is not a professional historian)?
(2)
How does this argument relate to the historical methods and ‘schools’ we have been studying?
(3)

Why is it so difficult for Bragg to accept that his beloved ‘inventors’ may not be the most
important factor in the Industrial Revolution? I am asking you to be speculative here, but do
your best to remain analytical.

As always, the paper should be: 10-12 point standard font; double-spaced; 1” margins; stapled;
formally written (try to avoid first person as much as possible); an example of your best writing
skills; and carefully edited and checked for errors.
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Pre-graduation Survey for History Majors
[This is to be completed during the last semester prior to graduation; response will be anonymous, but
completion is required for graduation.] PLEASE NOTE THAT WE DID NOT ENFORCE THIS.
Questions
(1) While at UMM, identify an exceptional reading (be it a book, chapter, or article) you were assigned
for a history course. Why was it an outstanding example of historical scholarship and craft?

(2) Identify an assignment given in a history course that you remember as especially effective in
improving your skills as a historian. What was particularly effective about this assignment?

(3) How do you read a historical work, book or article differently today from when you were a first-year
student?

(4) If you were to pursue research on a new historical topic of interest, how would you proceed?

The following questions ask you to evaluate how much you have improved in each of the history
program’s goals:

(5) Familiarity with a range of historical periods and cultures sufficiently broad to allow meaningful
exploration of the human experience in varied times and places:
1

2

None

3

4

Satisfactorily

5

n/a

Exceptionally

Comment:

(6) Ability to critically analyze, interpret, and synthesize various types of historical materials
1
None

2

3

4

Satisfactorily

5

n/a

Exceptionally

Comment:
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exceptionaiReading effectiveAssignment

I dont remember
what it was called
exactly, but it was a
compilation of
numerous primary
texts from Medieval
Europe. I felt that it
was a diverse
sourcebook, and had
many interesting
primary sources,

I think that the most
effective assignment I
was given at Morris
which improved my
skills as a historian
was the process of the
history tutorial. It was
effective in that it was
necessary for us to go
through the majority
of the steps needed to
writing a historical
paper, including the
planning and the
different aspects of
research and writing,

readDifferently

I believe that I am
more critical today
than I was when I
was a first-year
student, and I
question not only
where the author
got their
information, but
also how they
could’ve come to
the conclusions
that they arrived
at.

historicalPeriods criticalAnalysis historicalKnowledge historicallnquiry comments

3

5

5

5

I felt that
the variety
of history
courses at
Morris
wasn’t as
strong as I
would like,
but there
were a
good
number of
very
instructive
and
informative
courses,

research

I would begin
by examining
previous
historical
research that
was either on
the topic, or
related to it.
From there, I
would have a
better
understanding
of what
scholars have
already
learned or
concluded,
and I would
begin to
formulate my
own ideas on
the topic. I
would be
certain to also
carefully
examining as
many primary
documents
about the
topic as I
could,
preferably
before I read
the other

scholar’s
conclusions,
in order to
make my own
conclusions
and
arguments.

generated 2011-05-26 14.30:19
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exceptionaiReading effectiveAsspgnment
One book called A
Dying Emperor for
Modem Japan is an
esceptional reading
for me. I think to
choose a reading
besides the textbook,
it would be better if
the reading is
relatively recent, and
the author could
represent a different
voice from the lecture
and textbook. Some
readings are classical
but outdated and one
can hardly make
connection between
the reading and
contemporary society.
Different votes from
people with different
identities are also
important, which
couldbausedass
supplement to
professors’ own
interpretations,

I think class discussion
os a regular basis is
very effective in
improving skills as a
historian. Sometimes it
is hard to get
feedback on the
outside reading
professor assigned,
asd discussion gives
ma a chance to
communicate with
others about the
readings.

A Girl with White
Flag. It is an
autobiography of a
Japanese woman.
She depicts a picture
of Japan during World
War Two and talks
about her own
experancas as a little
girl, thus giving us a
new perspective to
consider the impact of
war on commoners.

Read a book written
by a historian and
than write a book
review, It allows ma to
consider how
historians use
evidence and explain
their statements,

readDifferently

histoncalPenods cnticalAnalysis historicalKnowledge histoncallnquiry comments

More knowledge on 3
various kinds of
topics makes ma
think cross different
disciplines and
cultures when
reading a historical
work.

3

3

3

5

3

Really wish
we could
have more
historians
visiting and
giving
lecture.

.

]

Now I think about
thier use of
evidence and the
organization of the
work while reading
it.

5

4

j

research
Find
something I
really
interested
and could
keep working
for relatively
a long time.
Then I’ll
check past
scholarships
on the topic
to sea the
differences
between their
argument and
mina. Than
try to find
primary
sources that
j can prove my
argument. it
would be
better if I can
find
something
different from
the past
scholarships.
Read relevant
books related
to my topic so
that I know
what other
historians
have done in
this field.
Then think
what I can do
to contribute
to this field.

-

Mosquito Empires by
JR McNeill, assigned
by Harold Hinds in
History since tSQO. I
loved the book
becausa it took a
topic I would normally
be interested in for a
chapter or two but
made it enjoyable and
interesting for saverel
hundred pages.
McNeill provided a
strong but nuanced
explanatory thesis
that I found
particularly powerful.

Presentations given in
Making of the Islamic
World taught by
Jennifer Deans, The
assignment allowed
me to examine a
history of science topic
which gave me insight
into how almost all
historical events do
not happen in a
vacuum, but occur in a
long line of
precedents. That is a
theme I will continue
to carry with me and
consider. I also credit
the presentation itself
as the first time I was
able to stand in front
of an audience
confidently and teach
a group of students
something I had
researched and
learned an invaluable
skill,
-

5
I have become
more skeptical of
simplicity and
ovargenarelizations.
History tends to be
more nuanced and
complex than most
people think.
Because of the
breadth of
knowledge of
history I have
gained over time, I
am better able to
relate certain
historical incidents
or trends to other
events/themes in
different times and
cultures, including
the present day.

4

.

5

5

READ. If you
have an
onginal idea,
chances are
someone elsa
has already
written about
it it’s just a
matter of
finding it. If
the area of
interest is
wholly new to
me, I would
take a related
course or find
a (text)book
about the
topic to give
ma
background
and
perspective. I
would fled a
blogger from
the field too,
if possible
they
(hopefully)
have the
experience,
knowledge,
connections,
and they are
incredibly
easyto
contact.
-
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